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Plenty more fish in the sea?

P l e n t y mo re f i sh i n t h e se a ? <

			

> Ocean fish are not in particularly good shape. At least a quarter of the world’s

fish stocks are overexploited or depleted. In recent decades the search for new fishing grounds has taken
fleets into ever-deeper waters. Stocks are further undermined by illegal fishing. It is now clear that overfishing is wreaking havoc on our marine environment and is economically unsustainable. For this reason
many nations are adopting a more precautionary approach to fishing.
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The gl o b a l hunt f o r fi s h
			

> Wi t h i n a f e w s h o r t d e ca d e s , i n d u s t r i a l f i s h i n g h a s e x p a n d e d f r o m t h e t r a-

di t i ona l f i shi ng gr ounds of t he N o r t h e r n H e m i s p h e r e t o i n cl u d e a l l t h e w o r l d ’s o ce a n s a n d s e as . Man y
st oc k s ha v e be e n ov e r e x pl oi t e d a n d a r e d e p l e t e d . B u t t h e s i t u a t i o n i s n o t w i t h o u t h o p e . S om e co u n tr i e s ha v e show n t ha t f i sh st oc ks ca n i n f a ct r e co v e r w h e n s u s t a i n a b l e f i s h e r i e s m a n a g e m e n t s ys t em s
a r e i m pl e m e nt e d.

T he a r t of c ount i ng f i sh

inadvertently and until now have mostly been thrown
back overboard. An quantitative assessment of bycatch

No other group of animals is as difficult to monitor as fish.

levels would, however, be crucial as this could provide a

Spotting scopes and radar equipment are used to locate

more realistic estimate of the actual status of fish stocks.

and count migratory birds along their flight paths. Bats can

In order to improve the flawed basic data, fishery scien-

be monitored by placing ultrasound detectors and photo-

tists therefore gather their own data.

electric sensors at the entrance of their caves. But what
about fish?

1. Fishery-dependent data: Fishery scientists regularly accompany fishing vessels. They collect catch samples

Humans are not capable of looking into the ocean and

and detailed data including the age, size, length and num-

counting the fish they see. Instead, they must try to esti-

ber of adult fish. The volume and composition of the catch

mate the size of fish stocks as accurately as possible. The

are of particular interest. They also record the effort

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

expended, such as how long a net is dragged behind the

(FAO) uses various sources to estimate global fish stocks

vessel before it is full. This establishes the exact amount

and trends as accurately as possible. The results are pub-

of effort involved in catching a certain amount of fish.

lished every two years in the SOFIA Report (The State of

Researchers call this the “catch per unit effort” (CPUE). It

World Fisheries and Aquaculture). The latest report was

is the only way of ascertaining the stock density, or the

released in 2012 and reflects the developments to

number of fish found in a certain area.

2009/2010. Fish is the means of subsistence for billions of

2.  Fishery-independent data: Scientists also conduct

people around the world. Accordingly, the report is an

research projects using their own vessels. They take nu-

important document on which UN decisions, internation-

merous sample catches – not only in the abundant areas

al agreements and treaties are based. The data used for the

highly sought after by the fishermen, but in many differ-

SOFIA Report is taken from the following sources:

ent parts of a maritime region. The sampling locations are
either chosen randomly or according to a certain pattern.

FISHERIES  –  Fishermen report their catches to their gov-

The objective is to obtain a comprehensive overview of the

ernment authorities, such as the Ministries of Agriculture

entire maritime region as well as the distribution of fish

and Fisheries. The authorities are obliged to send this data

stocks. During these expeditions it is important that all the

to the FAO. The data is also forwarded to scientists in their

marine fauna caught are counted and measured, to enable

own country.

a reliable assessment of the entire ecosystem to be made.
The scientists are also interested in the age of the fish.

THE   SCIENTIFIC   COMMUNITY  –  Fisheries’ data is of-

Using close-meshed nets, therefore, they catch young fish

ten incomplete or incorrect. For instance, fishermen only

(juveniles) which are not usually taken by the fishermen.

report the amounts of those fish which they are officially

The age distribution of the fish is an extremely important

permitted to catch. They do not include any unwanted

aspect of stock predictions. It shows how many of the fish

“bycatch” – all the fish and marine fauna which are caught

will grow to sexual maturity and thus how populations are
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3.1 > Venerable gentlemen of fisheries science: ICES researchers held their statutory meeting at the House of Lords in London in
1929. Upon its foundation in 1902, the ICES had 8 member nations: today it has 20.

likely to develop in future years. How many research

of the Sea (ICES) in Copenhagen is responsible for the

expeditions are undertaken differs from country to coun-

Northeast Atlantic. Its working groups use both the fisher-

try. Researchers sample individual fish stocks up to five

ies’ official catch data and the scientific results to calculate

times a year. Information on the eggs and larvae of some

the current stocks of the different species of fish and fau-

stocks is also recorded. These numbers indicate the parent

na. The ICES then sends these stock estimates to the FAO.

stock and the numbers of young to be anticipated.

Data about stocks in other maritime regions reaches

ICES
The International
Council for the Exploration of the Sea
(ICES) was founded in
Copenhagen, Den-

The researchers utilize both the fishery-dependent

the FAO in a similar way. For example, the Northwest

and the fishery-independent data to adjust and augment

Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) is responsible for

the world’s oldest

the fisheries’ official catch numbers. For instance, from

the Northwest Atlantic. It collates data from Canada, the

intergovernmental

their own sample catches they can estimate the approxi-

USA, France (for the Atlantic islands of St. Pierre and

mate volume of bycatch in the fishing grounds. In many

Miquelon) and the foreign fleets from Russia and the EU

cases catches from illegal fishing are also shown up. For

which operate in this region. The NAFO then forwards

some European fishing

instance, double logbooks are frequently used – one for

the data to the FAO. The Canadian and US national fisher-

nations that the long-

the authorities showing the official figures, and another

ies institutes also report directly to the FAO.

mark, in 1902 and is

organization. At that
time there was a
growing awareness in

term management of
migratory fish stocks

for the scientists showing the higher but genuine catch

The FAO does not re-evaluate this information, but

numbers. Comparing these two allows a more accurate

merely summarizes, edits and ultimately publishes the

nated approach. Today

estimation of how many fish were actually caught in a

data for the various maritime regions of the world.

the ICES acts on

maritime region.

depended on a coordi-

behalf of the EU and
other fishing nations

D i s a g r e e m e n t o n t h e co n d i t i o n o f f i s h s t o ck s

such as Canada, Iceland and Russia. It is

How do es th e d ata re a c h t he FAO?

Around 1500 fish stocks around the world are commer-

responsible for all the
living marine resour-

The catch data from both the fishermen and the scientists

cially fished, with the various stocks being exploited to

is initially forwarded to higher scientific institutions

different extents. Comprehensive estimations of abun-

Atlantic, a total of

which utilize it to estimate the current stocks of the vari-

dance currently exist for only around 500 of these stocks.

120 species. The ICES

ous fish species and maritime regions. One objective is to

In most cases these are the stocks which have been com-

generate a supra-regional overview from the national data.

mercially fished for many decades. For many years, exact

For example, the International Council for the Exploration

records have been kept of what and how much is caught:

ces in the Northeast

recommends the maximum fish catches
within a specific maritime region.
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the tonnages and also the age and size of the fish. Datasets
for cod off the coast of Norway, for example, go back as far
as the 1920s. Very little is known about other fish species
and maritime regions – particularly the Exclusive Economic Zones of some developing countries. Many developing
countries provide catch data alone, without any scientific
assessment. The FAO makes limited use of such data.
There are also some maritime regions for which not even

Fisher y

sends

c a tc h

simple catch data is available. The FAO believes that it is
impossible to make any reliable estimation of such stocks.
3.2 > Global estimation of fish abundance: Data on the

Therefore no reliable data exists for many of the
even unable to confirm how many fish stocks there actu-

provided by the fish-

ally are. If any data is available, it applies only to commer-

eries and scientists.

cially exploited species. Naturally an overall survey of all

information and then

the world’s fish would be desirable – but the cost would

attempts to draw

be exorbitant. Hundreds of research expeditions would be

up a picture of the

required, making the exercise unaffordable.

worldwide situation.
The problem is that

Critics point out, therefore, that the FAO statistics do

reliable data exists

not take a large proportion of stocks into account. A joint

for only about 500

American-German research group has therefore devel-

stocks. Experts do not
agree on the status of
other fish stocks.

FISHERY

world’s fish stocks. Moreover, fisheries biologists are

status of fish stocks is

The FAO collates this

dat a

Scie nt is t t r avels wit h fishing
vessel a nd gat her s f isher ydep endent dat a ( c atch volume,
composit ion, age, size, leng t h,

oped its own mathematical model to estimate the status of

f ish matur it y level, c a lculat ion

all populations from the catch amounts reported by the

of exp ended ef for t) .

fisheries alone, without the fishery-independent data from
the scientists. These researchers are also investigating

send
s f is h
er ydepe
nden
t dat
a

R ESEARCH

how stock catches have developed over time. According to

r yishe
ta
ds f
t da
sen
e
d n
pen
e
d
n
i

this model, a fish stock is depleted when the catch
decreases conspicuously within a few years. Attempts are
being made to circumvent the lack of stock calculations by
simply interpreting catches over the course of time. The
researchers have meticulously requested information
from the authorities of the countries responsible for
regions with no catch data at all. Based on the model,
which takes 1500 commercially exploited stocks and
around 500 other stocks into account, the fish are in even
worse shape than assumed by the FAO: 56.4 per cent of

Scie nt is t s under t a ke t heir own
resea rch exp edit ions to gat her
f isher y-indep endent dat a .

the stocks are overexploited or depleted, not 29.9 per cent

S a mples a lso t a ken in a rea s where

as claimed by the FAO. But the work of this American-

f isher y is not ac t ive ; s a mpling of

German research group is itself under fire, with claims
that its data is inconsistent and still unreliable. It presents
a distorted picture of the reality, say other researchers.
Which of the methods better illustrates the state of the

a ll age groups, including juveniles
( using close -meshed net s ) .
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How the data reaches the FAO
Globa l es t imat ion of f ish
a bunda nce, e.g. by mea ns of
t he FAO’s SO FIA Repor t
is obliged to send
c atch dat a to FAO

Ut ilizat ion of
result s by intersends c atch dat a

nat iona l bodies or
ot her UN agencies
a nd projec t s

National Authorit y

Science Council

gat her s c atch dat a

ut ilizes c atch dat a a nd

( e.g. M inis t r y of Fisher ies,

adjus t ment s to c a lculate

M inis t r y of Agr iculture ) .

t he s t atus of s tock s

sends

( e.g. ICE S for Nor t hea s t

s tock c a lculat ion

At la nt ic , N A F O for

upon reques t

sends
c atch dat a

s
nd ted
se jus
ad

t
ca

ch

d

a
at

Nor t hwes t At la nt ic ,
nat iona l f isher ies ins t itutes
.in t he USA a nd C a nada ) .

FAO

collates a nd publishes

dat a ; ma kes no a ssessment
of it s own.

Dat a ut ilized by FAO
to a limited ex tent .

National Institute for Scientific Research .
eva luates a nd adjus t s dat a in accorda nce wit h it s own
result s  D if ferences indic ate byc atch or IUU f ishing ( illega l,
unrepor ted a nd unregulated ) .

sends
unrelia ble
or
incomplete
c atch

N GOs direc t ly

dat a

ut ilize t his dat a .

FISHERY IN
DEVELOPING
COUNTR IES

From t his dat a
ex ter na l resea rcher s
at tempt to es t imate
t he s t atus of poor ly-

sends unrelia ble or

resea rched s tock s

incomplete c atch dat a

( mult ia nnua l processes ) .

National Authorit y
collates c atch dat a
Fishe r y
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world’s fisheries is currently a subject of heated debate.

not only fish but also other marine species such as prawns,

Despite the uncertainties, the researchers and the FAO

mussels and squid. If these numbers are added to those for

agree on one thing: over the years the situation has dete-

fish, total catches are much greater. Accordingly, for the

riorated. Recovery will only be possible if the endangered

past 20 years the total marine catch has been a steady

stocks are fished less intensely for a number of years.

80 million tonnes annually. The peak was reached in 1996
with 86.4 million tonnes. In 2011 it was 78.9 million
tonnes.

Thi ngs a r e gr a dua l l y ge t t i ng w o r s e

The reason why fish catches have remained fairly staThe results are alarming, because the pressure on fish pop-

ble is because over time the coastal maritime regions were

ulations has been escalating for years. According to the

fished out, prompting the fisheries to spread out into new

current SOFIA Report, the proportion of overexploited or

areas. They have expanded in geographical terms, from

depleted stocks has increased from 10 per cent in 1974 to

the traditional fishing grounds of the North Atlantic and

29.9 per cent in 2009. After temporary fluctuations, the

North Pacific further and further south. They have also

proportion of fully exploited stocks rose during the same

penetrated into ever-deeper waters. Only a few decades

period of time, from 51 per cent to 57 per cent. The propor-

ago it was virtually impossible in technical terms to drop

tion of non-fully exploited stocks, in contrast, has declined

nets deeper than 500 metres. Today the fisheries are oper-

since 1974 from almost 40 per cent to only 12.7 per cent

ating at depths of up to 2000 metres. Moreover, once the

in 2009.

stocks of the traditional species had been exhausted, the

A clear trend is therefore emerging: as far as overfish-

fishing industry turned to other species. Some of these

ing and the intensive exploitation of the oceans are con-

were given new names in an effort to promote sales and

cerned, the situation is not improving; it is slowly but

make them more attractive to consumers. For instance the

steadily deteriorating. It is interesting that the total annual

“slimehead” went on sale as “orange roughy”.

fish catch has been fluctuating for about 20 years between

It is still possible to remove virtually the same amounts

a good 50 and 60 million tonnes. It peaked in 1994 at

of fish from the oceans, therefore, but the composition of

63.3 million tonnes. In 2011 a total of 53.1 million tonnes

the global catch and the stocks themselves have changed.

was landed – about four times more than in 1950 (12.8

Consistent catches are no indication that fish stocks have

million tonnes). The FAO, however, records the catches of

remained stable.

60
50

Live weight ( million tonnes )

Percent age of s tock s a ssessed
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19 9 0
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3.3 > The number of overexploited stocks has soared since

3.4 > The development of catch volumes of world marine cap-

the 1970s, while the number of non-fully exploited stocks has

ture fisheries since 1950. Catches in China might have been

decreased. Fully-exploited stocks are not, in principle, prob-

adjusted upwards for many years, in order to comply with the

lematic. It is important to manage them sustainably, however.

government’s official output targets.

M illion tonnes
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3.5 > Top producer

14

countries based on
catch

12
10
8
6
4
2

C hina catches the most f i sh

Ger ma ny

Europ ea n
Union

Ma laysia

Tha ila nd

S out h Korea

Mya nma r

V iet na m

Philippines

Nor way

Chile

India

Russia

Ja pa n

Per u

USA

Indonesia

China

0

coming years, the goal being to land 6 million tonnes by
the year 2020. This would amount to slightly more than

Taking catch volumes as the benchmark, China has been

the combined catches of all EU nations, which totalled 5.2

the most important fishing nation for years now. However,

million tonnes in 2010.

the data available is extremely unreliable. A large number
of experts believe that catches have been adjusted

A new way of thinking

upwards for many years, in order to comply with the government’s official output targets. Therefore the figures

The situation is grave, but not without hope. The days of

have presumably been too high for some time. Only

rampant overfishing are over in many regions. After stocks

recently has this practice begun to change in China.

began to collapse in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, leading

Peru, until 2009 the second most important fishing

to the loss of many jobs, it gradually became clear to the

nation, has slipped to fourth place. This is due to the low

fishing industry and policy-makers in various countries

catches of anchovies which can be ascribed to climate

that overfishing is not only an environmental but also an

change in particular, but also to a complete closure of the

economic problem. Some nations took the necessary steps

fishery designed to protect future anchovy stocks. Indone-

to avoid any repeat of the situation. Australia, Canada,

sia is currently the second and the USA the third most

New Zealand and the USA, for example, developed fisher-

important fishing nation.

ies management plans which limit catches to the extent

Developments in Russia are interesting. Since 2004,

that overfishing will be largely avoided in future. Europe

its catches have increased by about 1 million tonnes.

has also learned from some of its mistakes. After massive

According to the Russian authorities, this growth is a

overexploitation of the North Sea herring in the 1970s the

result of changes to the comprehensive documentation of

fishery was completely closed for several years. The

catches. Until now some local catches were registered in

stocks recovered. Here too a fisheries management regime

the home port as imports and not as domestic catches.

was introduced to prevent any renewed collapse. Even

Russia plans to further expand its fishing industry in the

today, however, many other maritime regions and stocks
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3.6 > A net bulging with herring is pulled
on board the Norwegian trawler “Svanug
Elise”. The last good herring year off the
coast of Norway was 2004.
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are still not fished sustainably. One such area is the Bay of

Areas with fluctuating catch volumes

Biscay where the European hake (Merluccius merluccius)

The first group includes the Eastern Central Atlantic (FAO

remains under heavy fishing pressure. Many stocks in the

fishing area 34), the Southwest Atlantic (41), the North-

Mediterranean are also overfished.

west Pacific (61), the Northeast Pacific (67), the Eastern

Currently, therefore, the overall picture is mixed.

Central Pacific (77) and the Southeast Pacific (87). In the

Attempts are being made to maintain stocks in some

past five years these areas provided, on average, 52 per

regions through good management and sustainable fishing

cent of the total global catch volume.

practices. In others, short-term profits still take priority

The most important area today is the Northwest Pacif-

over the precautionary approach to ensure the long-term

ic. In 2010 a total of 21 million tonnes of fish were caught

productivity of stocks. It is therefore likely that stocks will

in this region – more than a quarter of the world’s total

continue to collapse. It is true that depleted stocks can

marine catch. Small pelagic fish such as the Japanese

recover when fishing is closed or drastically limited, but

anchovy make up the largest proportion of the total catch.

this can sometimes take many years. The herring stocks

The Eastern Central Pacific and the Southeast Pacific are

off the coast of Norway took about 20 years to recover

also prolific due to the nutrient-rich upwelling areas off

from overfishing. Luckily, however, stocks of North Sea

the coast of South America. Catches are prone to huge

herring increased after just a few years, so that the fishing

fluctuations, sometimes from one year to the next. One

ban could be revoked. Nonetheless the effect of overfish-

reason for this is the large numbers of small schooling fish

ing on the fishing industry is the loss of previously produc-

(sardines and anchovies), stocks of which rely heavily on

tive stocks for an extended period of time.

the current in the upwelling areas. Nutrient-rich water
rises to the surface from the depths, stimulating the

A round th e wo rld – t he FAO f i shi ng a r e a s

growth and reproduction of the plankton on which fish
feed. When the current weakens due to climatic fluctua-

The FAO divides the oceans into 19 major fishing areas.

tions, there is less plankton and thus less food for the fish.

This regional classification has evolved over time. It sim-

Compared with the general situation of world fish

plifies the collection of data on fish catches, because the

stocks, things are looking particularly grim in the Eastern

regional authorities and fishery associations work closely

Central Atlantic: 53 per cent of stocks in this area are con-

together. Other divisions – based on large-scale marine

sidered overexploited, 43 per cent fully exploited and only

ecosystems, for example – might appear to make more

4 per cent non-fully exploited – off the coast of Senegal for

sense today. Nonetheless, the FAO’s traditional division is

example. The sardine (Sardina pilchardus) is the domi-

still an effective way of making a global comparison. The

nant species here. The Southwest Atlantic is also under

19 regions are in turn divided into three categories. The

heavy pressure. Important fish species are the Argentine

first comprises areas where the catches have been fluctu-

hake and the anchovy off Brazil. Both are thought to be

ating since 1950. The second consists of areas where

overfished. However, according to experts, the latter

catches have fallen over the years, and the third category

appears to be recovering. In this area, 50 per cent of stocks

covers areas where catches have continuously increased.

are considered overexploited, 41 per cent fully exploited

Here again the FAO bases its analysis on the roughly

and 9 per cent non-fully exploited. In contrast, the FAO

500 fish stocks for which reliable stock calculations are

data for the Northeast Pacific is comparatively positive.

available. However, four of the 19 areas – the Arctic and

The annual catch peaked here in the 1980s. The largest

the three Antarctic areas – are not considered in more

proportion of the catch is made up of Alaska pollack, cod

detail below, either because there is little fishing in these

and hake. Today 80 per cent of the stocks in this region are

regions or because few of the stocks are exploited for com-

considered fully exploited and 10 per cent each are over-

mercial purposes.

exploited and non-fully exploited.
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3.7 > The FAO divides the
oceans into 19 major fishing

27

18

Nor t hea s t At la nt ic

A rc t ic S ea

8,7 20, 39 5

58 9

areas which differ markedly in
their annual catches (in tonnes
living weight). The bar charts
show the conditions in the
corresponding maritime regions.
The FAO figures (based on
about 500 stocks) are compared
with those of an AmericanGerman research group (based
on about 2000 stocks). Despite
the fact that the stock conditions were ascertained using
different methods, it is still possible to compare the datasets.

04

The Arctic is not shown in detail
due to its limited catches. The
red figures show the FAO num-

61

ber of the corresponding area.
These areas differ considerably

Nor t hwes t Pacif ic

in their level of productivity.

Dat a not availa ble

The coastal areas, or more
accurately the continental
shelves, are usually much more
productive than the open seas.
In FAO area 81, for example,

71

01

Wes ter n Cent ra l Pacif ic

there are few shelf areas, and

11,70 9, 514

the catch is correspondingly
low, but the fish stocks are in
a good condition (according
to FAO data). Therefore, a low
catch is not necessarily indicative of poor stock condition.
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3.8 > The FAO includes the Northwest
Pacific among the
areas with fluctuating
catch volumes.
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Catch ( million tonnes )

52

masses of young. During this period the species was

30

fished intensively. But following a sudden drop in repro-

25

duction rates after 2004, the fishing industry continued to
exploit the species at the same rate as before. The marked

20

reduction of catch volumes in recent years, however, has
15

helped the stocks to regenerate. In 2012 a harvest of
almost 400,000 tonnes is expected.

10

The situation of some deep-sea fish species is critical.
5
0
1970

All in all, 62 per cent of the stocks assessed in the Northeast Atlantic are fully exploited, 31 per cent overexploited
1975

19 8 0

19 8 5

19 9 0

19 9 5 20 0 0

20 0 5

2010

and 7 per cent non-fully exploited.
Fish stocks also remain in a poor condition in the

Areas with falling catches

Northwest Atlantic. Cod and ocean perch, for example,

The areas in which catches have decreased over the years

have not yet recovered from the intensive fishing of the

include the Northwest Atlantic (FAO fishing area 21), the

1980s, despite the Canadian authorities having complete-

Northeast Atlantic (27), the Western Central Atlantic (31),

ly banned the commercial fishing of these species. Experts

the Mediterranean and the Black Sea (both 37), the South-

ascribe the situation to adverse environmental conditions

east Atlantic (47) and the Southwest Pacific (81). In the

and competition for food (Chapter 1). Other stocks which

past 5 years these areas provided an average 20 per cent

are protected by fisheries management regimes appear to

of the world’s total catch. In some areas reduced catches

be regenerating. These include the spiny dogfish, the yel-

were a result of fisheries management regulations, and

lowtail flounder, the Atlantic halibut, the Greenland hali-

stocks are expected to recover here. If the annual statistics

but and the haddock. Stocks in the Northwest Atlantic are

indicate diminished catch volumes, this does not always

considered 77 per cent fully exploited, 17 per cent over-

mean that a stock is being depleted or has been over-

exploited and 6 per cent non-fully exploited.

fished.

Catch volumes in the Southeast Atlantic have declined

In the Northeast Atlantic, for instance, the pressure on

considerably since the 1970s, from a previous 3.3 million

Spawners

cod, plaice and sole has been reduced. Management plans

tonnes to only 1.2 million tonnes in 2009. This can be

“Spawners” is the

are in place for the most important stocks of these species.

ascribed partially to overfishing, and partially to catch

Fortunately the spawning stocks of the Northeast Arctic

reductions as a result of sustainable fisheries manage-

female fish which help

cod have increased again here – particularly in 2008.

ment. This applies in particular to the hake which is par-

to maintain stocks

Apparently the stocks have recovered following the low

ticularly important in this area. Thanks to the fishery

by producing young.

levels of the 1960s to 1980s.

measures introduced in 2006, some stocks of hake such as

term used for sexually
mature male and

If spawner numbers
decrease as a result

The future is looking a little brighter for the Northeast

the deep sea Merluccius paradoxus off South Africa and

of intensive fishing or

Arctic pollack and the Northeast Arctic haddock, but other

the shallow water Merluccius capensis off Namibia appear

adverse environmental

stocks of these species continue to be overexploited in

to be recovering. In contrast, stocks of the formerly pro-

conditions, insuffi-

some regions of the Northeast Atlantic.

lific South African sardine appear to be overexploited fol-

cient young are
produced and stocks
can collapse.

Catches of blue whiting have decreased dramati-

lowing a phase of intensive fishing. In 2004 the stock was

cally – from 2.4 million tonnes in 2004 to 540,000 tonnes

classified as fully exploited. In the years since then, how-

in 2010 and 100,000 tonnes in 2011. This decline can be

ever, it has declined again as a result of adverse environ-

ascribed to the fisheries reacting too slowly to a sudden

mental conditions. This example highlights the speed at

change in reproduction. Between the years of 1997 and

which a fully exploited stock can become overexploited,

2004 the blue whiting for unknown reasons produced

and the importance of forward-looking and sustainable

P l e n t y mo re f i sh i n t h e se a ? <

fisheries management plans. The condition of the mack-

catch volumes are steadily increasing. About 42 per cent,

erel off the coast of Angola and Namibia has also deterio-

however, is not ascribed to any specific species and simply

rated, since 2009 being considered overexploited.

registered as “marine fishes not identified”. This practice

The Mediterranean and the Black Sea are combined

gives cause for concern because it is then impossible to

into a single FAO fishing area. Similarly, its situation is not

assess the stocks of the different fish species in this heav-

particularly good. Of the stocks analyzed by the FAO,

ily exploited region.

50 per cent are overexploited, 33 per cent fully exploited

Each of the FAO’s 19 major fishing areas comprises

and 17 per cent non-fully exploited. All stocks of the Euro-

numerous sub-areas which are developing in different

pean hake (Merluccius merluccius) and the red mullet

ways. Even when the total catch is increasing in one par-

(Mullus barbatus) are classified as overexploited. Too little

ticular area, the trend for stocks of individual sub-areas

information is available about the condition of the sea

can be the exact opposite. For instance, the catch volume

breams and sole to categorize, but these are also suspected

in the Eastern Indian Ocean is increasing overall, but that

to be overexploited. The most significant stocks of small
pelagic fish (sardines and anchovies) are considered fully
exploited or overexploited.

The end of the line?

Areas with increasing catches

At times over recent years researchers and the media have issued dire

In only three of the FAO major fishing areas have catches

warnings about the state of ocean fish. According to some 2006 announce-

been continuously increasing since the 1950s. These are

ments, the oceans will be completely empty by 2048. This statement was

the Western Central Pacific (FAO fishing area 71), the Eastern Indian Ocean (57) and the Western Indian Ocean (51).

strongly criticized at the time. Firstly the researchers had assumed that
collapsed stocks would not recover in future decades. They failed to take
into account the successful fisheries management measures aimed at

Catch volumes in the Western Central Pacific have

stock recovery in the USA, New Zealand, Australia and other countries.

constantly increased since 1970 to a peak of 11.7 million

Secondly, data from the past was projected 30 years into the future.

tonnes in 2010 – about 14 per cent of the total global

Claims covering such a long time-frame are, however, riddled with uncer-

catch. The situation has changed in the meantime, how-

tainty. Today the scientific community is agreed that the status of world-

ever, and stocks are now in a critical condition. Most are
assessed as fully exploited and overexploited – particu-

wide fish stocks calls for a differentiated approach.
The European Commission provided more bad news: 88 per cent of EU
fish stocks are overfished, it declared in 2009. This number has now

larly in the western regions of the South China Sea. It is

reduced to about 50 per cent, partly as a result of stricter catch limits.

thought that the high annual catches are due to China’s

However, these figures are incomplete because the European Commission

intensive fishing industry expanding into this area where

based its calculations on only about one fifth of the European fish stocks

there was little commercial fishing in the past. But the

for which extremely good scientific data and reliable reference values

FAO points out that the high catch numbers could be misleading. For many years China’s catch statistics were
adjusted upwards to comply with official output targets. It

were available. Overall, about 200 different stocks are exploited in the
EU. But even bad news contains an element of good. In this case it has
significantly helped to publicize the problem of global overfishing. Leading fisheries scientists for a long time took the view that they knew too

is assumed that fish were counted twice during transpor-

little to assess the actual status of fish populations, and the fishing indus-

tation. For this reason it is conceivable that flawed data is

try generally reacted by continuing to fish at the same rate of intensity.

masking an actual trend reversal – i.e. a reduction of fish

Despite a lack of knowledge, the scientists are now more prepared to

stocks in the Western Central Pacific region.
The annual catch in the Eastern Indian Ocean has also
escalated over the years, and this trend is continuing.
Between 2007 and 2010 alone, the catch volume increased
by 17 per cent. In the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea

make recommendations on the sustainable management of individual
stocks. Furthermore, in many places the opinion is gaining ground that we
must exercise more caution in our fishing practices. Sustainable, precautionary fishing is the aim. Some nations have already enshrined this objective in law, but many others still need to do so.
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What shape are tuna st oc k s i n?
Tuna is popular both in Western Europe and Japan where it is often

occur together it is difficult to catch only one species at a time.

prepared as sushi. At Japanese fish auctions in particular, prices in

Accordingly, experts advise that any expansion of the skipjack

excess of 1000 euros per kilogram are paid for certain species of

fishery should be very closely monitored. There are also fears that

tuna. Visitors to high-class restaurants are quite prepared to pay

all tuna stocks will further decline in the medium term if commer-

top prices for the right product. The trade in tuna is therefore

cial fishing continues at the intensive rate of today. The bluefin

extremely lucrative.

tuna in particular is under threat. For this reason, in 2010 attempts

As a result of strong demand, in 2009 stocks of seven impor-

were made to protect this species in accordance with the Conven-

tant species of tuna were overexploited by a third, 37.5 per cent

tion on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna

were fully exploited and 29 per cent were non-fully exploited. In

and Flora (CITES). This convention governs the import and export

the case of tuna the status of the species is often defined but not

of endangered plants and animals. More than 170 nations have

the populations, because it is difficult to define individual regional

joined the convention since it came into effect in 1974.

stocks of these fast-moving, highly migratory species. The most
important species (as a proportion of total 2010 catch) are:

Non-governmental organizations in particular have called for
CITES to protect the bluefin tuna. The species is so popular, they
claim, that commercial fishing is still economically viable even if

•

Skipjack tuna: 58 per cent

only a few of them are caught in the net each time. The bluefin

•

Yellowfin tuna: 26 per cent

could become completely extinct. Opponents counter that over-

•

Bigeye tuna: 8 per cent

exploitation cannot be compared with extinction, that fishermen

•

Albacore tuna: 5 per cent

would stop fishing if it were no longer in their economic interests

•

Southern bluefin tuna (Thunnus maccoyii): 1 per cent

to continue. Even then, sufficient fish would remain to ensure the

•

Pacific bluefin tuna (Thunnus orientalis): 1 per cent

survival of the species. Whether CITES requirements can be used

•

Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus): 1 per cent

at all for ocean fish is doubtful, they say. So far, no international
agreement has been reached on strict protection based on CITES

Skipjack stocks are slightly increasing, meaning that in principle it

criteria. It currently appears that the future protection of the blue-

should be possible to catch more of them. The problem with skip-

fin tuna will be governed by the International Commission for the

jack fishery, however, is that young bigeye and yellowfin tuna

Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT). Whether this will work

become caught in the net as bycatch. As several species often

remains to be seen.

3.9 > Catching
yellowfin tuna used
to involve backbreaking manual labour,
as seen here off the
Galápagos Islands
in the 1930s.
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of one sub-area, Australia’s Exclusive Economic Zone

from ship tanks further undermining the already low fish

(EEZ), is decreasing in response to management plans. As

stocks. The swarms of jellyfish ate the fish eggs and larvae

far as the protection of fish stocks goes, Australia and New

en masse, biologists believe. Stocks have still not fully

Zealand are now regarded as models of best practice. The

recovered. They are considered either fully exploited or

trigger was a 2005 ministerial decision which ended over-

still overexploited.
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fishing in the EEZ and made it possible for stocks to recover.
The Western Indian Ocean has long been considered

A cl o s e r l o o k a t t h e d i ff e r e n t s p e ci e s

an area in which the catches have increased appreciably.
A temporary peak was reached in 2006. Since then, catch

Taking a closer look at the individual fishing areas of the

volumes have slightly decreased. The volume for 2010

world, it becomes clear that there is no simple response to

was 4.3 million tonnes. Current investigations show that

the question of how the fish are faring. It’s a complex situ-

the widespread Narrow-barred Spanish mackerel (Scomb-

ation. Without doubt many stocks are overexploited or

eromorus commerson) found in the Red Sea, the Persian

have collapsed. But others are recovering thanks to sus-

Gulf, the Gulf of Oman and off India and Pakistan, is over-

tainable fisheries management regimes. By way of illustra-

fished. Catch figures from these areas are incomplete,

tion, the following section describes some individual fish

making it difficult to estimate the population. Attempts are

species and their status – including the most important

being made to gather valid data in other regions. The

species with the highest total catch volumes. These fish

Southwest Indian Ocean Fisheries Commission responsi-

species make up about 25 per cent of the world’s total fish

ble for the southwestern sub-area of the Western Indian

catch. Most of their stocks are considered fully exploited

Ocean carried out a systematic estimate of 140 species in

or overexploited.

2010. Although there are some gaps in the data, the
attempt to assess the region’s stocks deserves recognition.

The Peruvian anchovy –

Overall, 65 per cent of the stocks in the Western Indian

sometimes more, sometimes less

3.10 > Tins of tuna

Ocean are fully exploited, 29 per cent overexploited and

The development of the Peruvian anchovy (Engraulis rin-

generally contain the

6 per cent non-fully exploited.

gens) is interesting. In terms of catch, it is the most impor-

A l i en species add to t he pr e ssur e

flesh of widespread
species such as the

tant fish in the world. Large amounts are processed into

skipjack tuna. None-

fishmeal and fish oil to be fed to larger farmed fish in aqua-

theless, consumers

culture operations. The largest volume ever caught, around

should ensure that
the products they buy

Already weakened fish stocks in some maritime regions

13 million tonnes, was landed in 1971. Today this would

are from sustainable

are faced with the additional threat of alien species. Preda-

equate to a quarter of the global fish catch – excluding

fisheries.

tors which feed on the fish, eggs and larvae of weakened

catches of other marine fauna such as mussels and squid.

stocks are particularly problematic, and competitors for

In the 1980s, the stocks crashed to about a tenth of this

food can play further havoc with depleted stocks. The situ-

record level, not only as a result of intensive fishing but

ation becomes critical when the alien species thrives

probably also because of a lack of food caused by the El

under its new living conditions and begins to reproduce

Niño climatic phenomenon. The stocks later recovered. A

vigorously. For example, alien species migrate from the

new annual record of 12.5 million tonnes was reached in

Red Sea and through the Suez Canal into the Mediterra-

1994. Since 2004, catch volumes have been dropping

nean. Some of them are apparently supplanting the native

again, once more mainly due to El Niño. This anchovy

species of the eastern Mediterranean. The anchovy and

example clearly shows the extent to which stocks can

sprat stocks of the Black Sea collapsed in the 1990s. This

fluctuate. It also illustrates the vast amounts of fish which

was due partly to overexploitation and partly to a type of

humans are removing from the seas; when adverse envi-

fist-sized comb jellyfish introduced in the ballast water

ronmental conditions are added to the equation even vast

C atch ( million tonnes )
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8
Catch 20 0 6

7

Catch 2010

6

Although the fishery was completely closed, the component has still not recovered. The western stock component then became the most prominent. The repercussions

5

are clear: many mackerel which today begin their lives in

4

the North Sea follow the main flow of fish towards the
west when they first spawn. This occurs even in good

3

years. Even when there are plenty of young fish in the

2

North Sea most of them migrate westwards to spawn. The

1
At la nt ic
cod

Yellow f in
tuna

Ja pa nese
a nchov y

Europ ea n
pilcha rd

Cut la ss f ish

Pacif ic chub
mackerel

At la nt ic
her r ing

Skipjack
tuna

A la ska
pollack

fact that there are still mackerel in the North Sea presumPer uvia n
a nchov y

0

ably means that a certain proportion of them continue to
frequent the spawning grounds on England’s east coast.
The question is whether a major mackerel stock will ever
again be able to establish itself in the North Sea.

3.11 > The ten most

stocks can be decimated. This example also teaches us

It is interesting that the Northeast Atlantic mackerel

important ocean fish

that a stock can regenerate rapidly due to the ability of the

has apparently been increasingly orienting itself towards

fish to reproduce profusely.

the west in recent years. The early-summer migration has

species and their
worldwide catch
totals. As a result of
the El Niño climatic
phenomenon, catches
of the Peruvian

Other species of fish and stocks, however, are not

been taking them more regularly into Icelandic waters. As

capable of recovering so quickly from overfishing. One

a result, Iceland’s mackerel catches have soared from

example of this is the Northeast Atlantic mackerel.

4000 to 200,000 tonnes in only three years. Scientists are
worried about the development because for years now too

anchovy in particular
fluctuate from year
to year.

The Northeast Atlantic mackerel –

many mackerel have been caught. The reason is that the

departure from the North Sea

littoral states – the Faroes, Iceland, Norway, Russia and

The Northeast Atlantic mackerel (Scomber scombrus) fish-

the European Union – cannot agree on lower catches.

ery comprises three components: the western, the south-

Each nation sets its own limits. When added together the

ern and the North Sea stock. Each has its own spawning

total catch far exceeds the annual tonnage recommended

grounds. The North Sea mackerel spawn along the east

by scientists. Fears that Northeast Atlantic mackerel

coast of Britain, the southern component in the Bay of Bis-

stocks will be completely overexploited in the coming

cay and off the Iberian Peninsula and the western compo-

years are therefore justified.

nent to the west of the British Isles and Ireland.
In spring, when the plankton proliferates in response

The European hake (southern stock) –

to rising temperatures, the mackerel of all three stocks

haggling over catch numbers

gather in large hunting schools and migrate to the region

The future of the European hake (southern stock) in the

between the Shetland Islands and Norway. They later

Bay of Biscay and west of the Iberian Peninsula is also

gradually leave this nutrient-rich summer feeding area to

uncertain. This is a classic example of how difficult it is to

spawn in the three regions mentioned above. They display

accurately assess a stock. And it also shows that if in

an amazing swarming instinct: by no means all the first-

doubt, a fishing nation tends to continue fishing rather

time spawners return to their traditional spawning

than protect a fish population.

grounds, but often follow the majority of the mackerel.

The hake debate is difficult, mainly because the spe-

The North Sea mackerel used to be the largest component,

cies seems to have been proliferating more rapidly over

so many first-time spawners were attracted to the North

the past two years than had been observed previously. Its

Sea. However, stocks of this component collapsed in the

spawning biomass levels are increasing. ICES scientists,

1970s due to overfishing.

however, believe that for some time now, probably since

the turn of the century, the stock has been overfished. The
ICES fish abundance estimates have revealed that three
times more hake has probably been caught than the stock
can sustain over the long term. After tough and protracted
negotiations with Spain, the European Commission in
2005 finally succeeded in establishing a management
plan. But the ICES experts consider this inadequate,
because it aims to reduce catches very slowly. In purely
arithmetical terms, the stock could, at some stage, recover.

Spawning bioma ss ( in 10 0 0 tonnes )
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hake population would be so minimal as to be scarcely

For this reason, many experts consider the management plan absurd, providing the hake with little protection. Nonetheless, Spain is persisting with it based on the
evidence of the current increase in spawning biomass. The
ICES believes that too many fish are still being caught, and
it is simply a matter of luck that spawning stocks are
expanding. They claim that hake numbers are growing in
spite of and not because of the management plan. Spain is
unlikely to back down. The data it has submitted to the

eries management
can ensure the recovery of a fish stock.
After the North Sea

30 0 0

herring was overfished in the 1960s

20 0 0

(as revealed by the
drop in spawning biomass), the fishery was

10 0 0

completely closed.
The stock, particu196 0

1970

198 0

19 9 0

20 0 0

2010

larly the numbers of
sexually mature fish
(spawners), regener-

Tot a l c atch ( in 10 0 0 tonnes )

any stock recovery within the next ten years.

3.12 > Resolute fish-

4000

0
19 5 0

However, the scientists claim that such an increase in the
perceptible. Accordingly, it would be impossible to predict

5000

57

120 0

ated. After renewed
over-fishing in the

10 0 0

1990s a management
plan was agreed in

800

1997, which once
again limited catches.

600

The spawning stock
was able to recover.

400

The reduction of
spawning biomass

20 0

since 2002 can presumably be ascribed

0
19 5 0

to climatic changes.
196 0

1970

198 0

19 9 0

20 0 0

2010

ICES for 2012 is incomplete and is of little use in this form.
This has led to the current heated debate taking place
between the ICES and Spain.

This example shows that the development of a stock
can be very specifically controlled by restrictions and bans
on fishing, resulting in positive change. Since 2002 the

The North Sea herring – recovery is possible

spawning biomass has again been dropping – most prob-

The example of the North Sea herring shows that a stock

ably due to natural climatic fluctuations. Apparently the

Purse seine

can recover if it is given a chance. Within a few years of

reproduction of the herring is partially connected to the

A purse seine is a net

the introduction of seine fishing in the 1960s, the stocks

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a large-scale fluctuation

collapsed. The herring fishery was therefore completely

in atmospheric pressure which occurs at regular intervals.

closed between 1977 and 1981 – a measure which was

This is leading to more differences of opinion between the

together to retain the

both logical and correct. The stock recovered. In the early

ICES which makes the recommendations, and the EU

fish by using a line at

1990s the spawning biomass level reached a new high.

Council of Ministers which is responsible for fisheries

The next crisis followed not long after. This time many

management in the North Sea. The positive stock develop-

juvenile fish were captured in the nets as bycatch, leaving

ment prompted the Council of Ministers in 2011 to set

fewer fish to grow to maturity and rebuild depleted popu-

higher catches than envisaged in the management plan

lations. As a result the spawning biomass dropped mark-

and recommended by ICES. The ICES is urging that catch-

edly once again, and stocks reached another low point in

es should remain as they were, in spite of the good spawn-

the mid-1990s. But this time reaction was swift. In mid-

ing stocks. Especially in good times a management plan

season 1997 catch amounts were again cut back drasti-

should be complied with, it claims, so that stocks can fur-

cally, and stocks recovered.

ther regenerate and cushion years with poor reproduction.

that is used to encircle
a school of fish. The
net is then drawn

the bottom, allowing
the net to be closed
like a purse.
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> Pe o p l e h a v e b e e n f i s h i n g i n t h e d e e p s e a f o r o v e r h a l f a ce n tu r y. O ver

ti m e , e v e r de e pe r oc e a n r e gi ons h a v e b e co m e a cce s s i b l e t o d e e p -s e a f i s h e r i e s . T h e s e h i d d e n h ab it at s
a r e doubl y e nda nge r e d, be c a use t h e y a r e h o m e t o r a r e a s w e l l a s s e n s i t i v e o r g a n i s m s . F o r t u n at ely, t h e
k now l e dge t ha t t he se e c osy st e m s r e q u i r e s p e ci a l p r o t e ct i o n i s g r a d u a l l y b e co m i n g a cce p t e d .

Fi shi ng i n t he da r k

slope, which falls more steeply to greater depths. There
are also coasts, however, where the transition from the

The assertion that the moon has been more thoroughly

land to deep sea is more abrupt. Here the wide continental

researched than the deep sea is still true. The deep sea

shelves and marginal seas are absent. An example of this

refers to the totally dark layers of the ocean below around

is the coast of Japan, where the sea floor descends abrupt-

800 metres.

ly and steeply into the depths.

Submersible robotic vehicles that can penetrate to the

Distinctive structures rise from the sea floor all around

deepest parts of the ocean, the deep-sea trenches, have

the world: submarine banks, ridges and seamounts. A

been in use for some time, but expeditions with these are

bank is defined as a sea-floor elevation that can be several

expensive and complex. So our knowledge of life at great

hundred kilometres long or wide. Banks are composed of

depths is still fragmentary. At best, submersible vehicles

sandy material or massive rock.

provide only highlights in the vast darkness, and sea-floor

The kind of fish that predominate in an area depends

samples obtained with grab samplers or trawls deployed

in part on the bottom characteristics. Individual fish spe-

from research ships allow only isolated snapshots of the

cies have different modes of life. Some live close to the

deep-sea ecosystems.

bottom. They are demersal. Other species swim in the

Although the impact of human encroachment on these

open water column and are called pelagic. There are also

systems is largely unknown, the deep ocean regions have

species that live near the bottom, but rise into the water

been fished since the end of the Second World War. At

column to hunt for food. These are benthopelagic species.

first, fishing mostly targeted species of Sebastes, at depths

It is amazing that special biological communities have

of only a few hundred metres. Now fish are being caught

developed in the deep sea in spite of the darkness. Most of

from depths around 2000 metres, where the living condi-

them have only been superficially investigated and biolo-

tions are fundamentally different from those in shallow

gists are constantly discovering new species that have not

regions. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the

yet been described. In recent years researchers have been

United Nations (FAO) defines deep-sea fisheries as those

focussing on cold-water corals in particular, as well as the

conducted between the depths of 200 and 2000 metres.

ecosystems around seamounts and at deep-sea hydrothermal vents and cold seeps. The great biological diversity

Fl our i shi ng l i f e i n t he da r k ne ss

discovered here was completely unexpected because the
deep sea had long been considered to be a dead and mud-

Off northwest Europe the transition from land to the sea

dy desert. The species diversity in the deep sea was sensa-

bottom is a gradual slope. Off the coast lies a sprawling

tional for researchers.

continental shelf. The North Sea is situated here as a shallow, offshore marginal sea. A similar situation is found off

Seamounts

the coast of China with the South China Sea. The wide

Seamounts are underwater mountains that are formed by

continental shelf ends at the break to the continental

volcanic activity and rise at least 1000 metres above the

P l e n t y mo re f i sh i n t h e se a ? <
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Depth zones of the ocean
The ocean is divided into different depth zones. The epipelagic

(Gr.: bathýs = deep). Many deep-sea species live within this zone,

extends from the water surface down to a depth of 200 metres.

including fish, crustaceans and snails. And even deeper, between

The word comes from the Greek terms pélagos (open sea) and epí

4000 and 6000 metres, lies the abyssopelagic (Gr.: ábyssos = bot-

(upon). This upper layer, which is influenced by light, is especially

tomless), where the prevailing temperatures are near the freezing

productive because the primary producers (algae, cyanobacteria

point. Even here specialized animal species can be found, including

and seagrass) produce biomass here through photosynthesis. This

crustaceans. The deepest regions of the sea are called hadopelagic

primary production is the foundation of life in the sea.

(Gr.: hades = underworld). The hadopelagic extends into the deep-

Below the epipelagic zone lies the mesopelagic, extending down

sea trenches, down to a depth of 11,000 metres. The inhabitants of

to around 1000 metres (Gr.: mésos = middle). Below this, the

this deepest marine region include bristle worms. The ambient pres-

bathypelagic zone encompasses depths from 1000 to 4000 metres

sure here is around 1000 times greater than at the water surface.

Ba nk

Epipelagic
Cod

20 0 m

Tuna
Cont inent a l shelf

Reef
S ea mount

M esopelagic

Ora nge roughy

10 0 0 m

Hor n cora ls
B lack
smoker

Bat hyp elagic

4000 m

A byssopelagic
Cont inent a l slop e

Br is t le wor ms
6000 m
A byssa l pla in

Cont inent a l r ise

Hadop elagic

11,0 0 0 m
D eep -sea t rench

3.13 > The depth zones in the ocean. Diverse habitats such as black smokers or cold-water coral reefs have formed in these zones. Where different species settle depends on the depth and structure of the sea floor among other factors.
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sea floor. Some are 3000 or even 4000 metres high. Their

tion for the high diversity at seamounts and the sometimes

peaks often rise up into the upper layers of the meso-

very high fish densities. It is also known that migratory

pelagic zone. Seamounts can be regarded as islands or

birds on their transoceanic flights and large predatory fish

volcanoes that do not reach up to the sea surface. It was

like sharks commonly hunt and feed in marine regions

long believed that these were rare occurrences. Today it is

with seamounts.

known that seamounts are present in all oceans. The total
number is estimated in the thousands.

Furthermore, sharks apparently use seamounts as
geomagnetic orientation points and sometimes mate there

Research has shown that some seamounts are home to

in large groups. Elsewhere, bigeye tuna may converge to

communities of unique, endemic species. These include

hunt among the dense schools of prey fish. An example of

lower animals like sponges and sea cucumbers, relatives of

this hunting is seen in eddies over the Hawaiian sea-

the starfish, but also vertebrates such as fish, which can

mounts.

3.14 > Seamounts are

occur in large schools around seamounts with high species

commonly located

diversity. This makes the seamounts especially interesting

Cold-water corals

for fisheries.

Corals usually evoke a mental picture of idyllic South Sea

at volcanic structures
such as the ocean

There are still many unanswered questions regarding

Islands, white palm beaches and swarms of colourful

the significance of seamounts. Many scientists believe

luminescent fish darting through clear waters suffused

Seamounts with a

that seamounts act like gigantic stirring rods in the ocean,

with light. Actually, however, some coral species also live

height between

where small-scale eddies break off from the large ocean

in cold, deep water layers. They occur primarily in the

1000 and 3000 metres

currents. It is presumed that nutrients and dead plant and

Atlantic, off the coast of Norway or northwest of Ireland,

those higher than

animal remains from the epipelagic are trapped in these

but they are also found in the Pacific near Australia and

3000 metres in blue.

eddies and attract fish. That would be a logical explana-

New Zealand.

ridges, and sometimes
form long chains
along the sea floor.

are marked in red,
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It has been known for centuries that there are corals

200 and 400 metres of water depth. Some species, such as

3.15 > Cold-water

living in deeper waters because fishermen have often

the Antarctic deep-sea coral Flabellum impensum, can live

corals occur world-

found pieces of them in their nets. Until 20 years ago,

at depths down to 2000 metres – at a water temperature

however, no one had any idea of the areal extent of cold-

of around 1 degree Celsius.

wide. They can even
flourish at depths of
2000 metres.

water coral reefs. While searching for an ideal route for a
pipeline in 1982, workers for the Norwegian energy com-

Hydrothermal vents and cold seeps on the sea floor

pany Statoil discovered large populations of the cold-water

Hydrothermal vents on the sea floor are found primarily in

Reefs

coral Lophelia pertusa. The underwater photographs

regions of volcanic activity, most commonly in areas

Reefs are narrow,

caused a sensation at the time.

where continental plates drift apart. Mid-ocean ridges

elongated elevations
on the sea floor. Coral

Today it is known that the Norwegian coral reef has an

have formed at these plate boundaries over thousands of

area of around 2000 square kilometres and, in terms of

years as fresh magma continuously rises from the Earth’s

the carbonate skele-

size, exceeds even the warm-water coral reefs in the

interior. They have built up over time to form high moun-

tons of corals, which

diving grounds of the Seychelles. A great number of rare

tain chains thousands of kilometres long. Water seeps 2 to

and even unique species live on the Norwegian coral reef.

3 kilometres down into the Earth’s crust through fractures

high over thousands

Furthermore, these reefs serve as a nursery ground for

and cracks in the rocks and is heated by the magma cham-

of years. Mussels can

fish, providing an effective retreat and protection area for

bers. Because the heated liquid has a lower density, it rises

the offspring.

again. At some locations minerals stain the water black.

The term “cold-water coral” does not refer to a particu-

For this reason the vents are also called black smokers.

lar species. It includes around 1000 species that thrive in

The minerals are an elixir for bacteria, primary producers

cold water at temperatures between 4 and 12 degrees Cel-

that generate biomass. Experts refer to this process as

sius. Many of them occur in the mesopelagic zone between

chemosynthesis, an allusion to the photosynthesis carried

reefs are composed of

have built up to form
reefs several metres

also build reefs. In
addition, there are
reef-like sand banks
and rocky reefs.
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out in sunlight. The bacterial biomass provides the founda-

stan, for example, the Arabian continental plate is being

tion for higher life forms. The black smoker sites are also

pushed beneath the Eurasian plate. In the process, water

Exclusive economic

populated by shrimp, fan-shaped gorgonian corals, or tube

contained in the sediments is pressed out. It flows back

zone

worms.

into the ocean through fissures in the bottom. Substances

The Exclusive Econo-

Today there are around 300 known black smoker sites

contained in the water provide nutrition for bacteria and

also referred to as

worldwide. Most of them are in the Pacific. There are,

small animals, which in turn become food for higher

the 200-nautical-mile

however, almost no commercially important fish species

organisms such as crustaceans.

zone. Here, coastal

living in these extreme habitats. It has only been known

mic Zone (EEZ) is

states have sovereign
rights to the explora-

for a few years that cold seeps in the deep sea are special

tion and exploitation

and important habitats. Cold nutrient-rich water flows out

of living and non-

of the sea floor here.

living resources.

The fish of the deep sea

In the nutrient-rich and highly productive coastal regions,

During an expedition off the coast of Pakistan in 2007

massive reproduction is typical of many species, and this

exclusive use of fish

scientists discovered densely populated cold seeps. There

ensures their survival. Many deep-sea fish species, on the

stocks in one’s own

are mussel banks, crabs, snails and sea cucumbers.

other hand, are characterized by slow growth, late sexual

EEZ. Furthermore,

Although experts had long known about heavily populat-

maturity, long life, and the production of fewer offspring.

ed cold seeps in the Gulf of Mexico, they were believed to

They are adapted to life at great depths, to a habitat in

offshore drilling rigs

be an exceptional case. Actually, however, cold seeps are

which unchanging environmental conditions prevail. The

or wind farms.

found in numerous ocean regions. Off the coast of Paki-

strong temperature fluctuations that can impact the repro-

This includes the

within its own EEZ
a state may erect

Species

Habitat

Age at sexual
maturity

Maximum
age

Roundnose grenadier
(Cor yphaenoides
rupestris)

Continental slope
and sea floor;
Northern Atlantic;
600– 800 m

10

54

Sablefish
(Anoplopoma
fimbria)

Continental slope
and sea floor;
Northern Pacific;
300 –2700 m

5

65

Orange roughy
(Hoplostethus
atlanticus)

Seamounts and banks;
Atlantic,
parts of the Pacific;
180 –1800 m

20–40

>100

Smooth oreo dory
(Pseudocyttus
maculatus)

Seamounts and banks;
Southern Atlantic and
Pacific; 400–1500 m

20–30

100

Pacific ocean perch
(Sebastes alutus)

Seamounts and banks;
Northern Pacific;
180– 640 m

10

100

3.16 > Many fish
species of interest to
fisheries occur in the
deep water layers.
Some do not reach
sexual maturity until a
relatively late age.
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duction of fish in shallow coastal regions are absent here.
However, the deep sea is not as rich in nutrients as the
coastal waters. The carrying capacity is almost exhausted
and competition for food is great. Most species have therefore adapted by producing fewer, but highly competitive
offspring. This reproduction strategy is called K-strategy
(K refers to the carrying capacity of the environment).
There is a high parental investment in the offspring. The
eggs of many deep-sea fish are relatively large and rich in
nutrients so that the larvae have a good chance of developing well.
One example of this is the deep-sea orange roughy
(Hoplostethus atlanticus), which does not reach sexual
maturity until the age of around 25 and can live to be 125
years old. The orange roughy lives at seamounts and
builds up very large stocks over time. These fish grow
slowly and can survive periods of scarce food supply. Furthermore, thanks to the long life expectancy of the individual fish, the stock can compensate for times of low offspring production. Fish species of the K-strategy type are

ships. Deep-sea fishing received a boost in the early 1970s

3.17 > The orange

especially threatened by deep-sea fisheries. When the

with the introduction of the 200-nautical-mile zone, or

roughy lives at depths

older fish are continuously removed by fishing, at some

Exclusive Economic Zone, which made it impossible for

point there will be too few sexually mature animals

foreign ships to fish close to the coasts of another country.

remaining to sustain the population.

The high seas, including the deep sea, were an alternative

down to 1800 metres.

High seas

However, not all fish living in the deep sea are K-strat-

fishing area. The Soviet Union and Japan in particular

egists. The blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou), for

were soon specializing in the deep-sea regions. In the

example, occurs on the continental slopes at depths from

beginning the catch amounts were enormous – especially

to which all states

100 to 1000 metres. It is, however, a species that produces

around structures such as seamounts and banks.

have free access. No

The “high seas” are
the areas of the ocean

country may claim

great numbers of offspring. The reason for this is that the

To the extent that fish stocks were gradually shrinking

immature fish spend most of their time in the shallow

in the coastal areas, deep-sea fishing became increasingly

shelf areas in water depths around 100 metres, where

interesting for other countries as well. According to a sur-

The high seas, where

there are numerous predators and food competitors. Mas-

vey by the FAO, there were 27 countries conducting deep-

freedom of naviga-

sive reproduction is therefore the ideal strategy for the

sea fishing in the year 2008, with Spain, South Korea,

blue whiting.

New Zealand and Russia at the forefront. Around 70 per

tionally recognized,

cent of the ships employ trawl nets, and these are often

begin at the boundary

demersal-trawl nets. Today these can be deployed to a

of the 200-nautical-

Fis heries in th e d eep se a

depth of 2000 metres.

sovereignty over any
part of the high seas.

tion, research and
fishery are interna-

mile zone. Much of
the deep-sea region

Commercial fishing has only been carried out in deep

It soon became obvious that deep-sea fishing is prob-

lies outside the EEZ,

waters over the past few decades. Although longline fish-

lematic in two respects. For one, valuable habitats such as

and is therefore part

ing has been practised since the 18th century, industrial

cold-water corals or the ecosystems at seamounts are

fishing far out in the ocean first became practicable in the

destroyed when nets come in contact with the bottom.

1950s with the availability of seaworthy refrigeration

Secondly, fish species are quickly decimated, particularly

of the high seas. All
nations have the right
to exploit fish stocks
there.

3.18 > The catches of
many deep-sea fish,
like the orange roughy
shown here, declined
rapidly within just a
few years because of
overfishing.
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Catch (in 10 0 0 tonnes live weight)
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10 0
90
80
70

It is a certainty that the deep-sea species cannot com-

Pacif ic O cea n

pensate for heavy fishing activity. Deep-sea fishing is also

India n O cea n

both ecologically and economically questionable. For one

At la nt ic O cea n

thing, it is very destructive, and for another the catch

60

levels are relatively low because most deep-sea fish stocks

50

are comparatively small due to their K-strategy. Thus,

40

taken as a whole, the deep-sea fisheries represent only a

30

small proportion of the worldwide catch amounts. Basi-

20

cally they can only be maintained because of the high sub-

10
0
1975

sidies, since the costs for fuel are high for the great dis19 8 0

19 8 5

19 9 0

19 9 5

20 0 0

20 0 5

tances ships often have to cruise out.

S a blef ish
Grenadier s
Cusk
Ling
Greenla nd ha libut
S eba s tes sp ecies
Ora nge roughy
Oreosomat idae
W hipt a il
A r mour head

3.19 > Over the years,
the total catches

Catch (in 10 0 0 tonnes live weight)

Again and again over the years, new species that previously were not considered by fisheries have become

120 0

interesting, usually to replace species that were overfished. The pursuit of various species of Sebastes is a

10 0 0

striking example of the substitution of an overfished species by a new one. The total catch has dropped since the

800

1970s, but
 it has still remained at a comparatively high
level. This has been possible because new species have

600

been targeted.

400

Sebastes marinus (golden redfish) was initially caught. In

In the northeast Atlantic, starting in the 1950s,
1980 it still made up more than 40 per cent of the catch of

of deep-sea fisheries have remained
high. However, this

Sebastes species. But then the stocks declined. In the

20 0

1990s Sebastes marinus made up less than 20 per cent of

was only possible
because new species
have replaced the

0
19 5 0

the total catch of Sebastes species in the northeast Atlan19 6 0

1970

19 8 0

19 9 0

20 0 0

2010

overfished stocks of
other species. The

tic. In lieu of Sebastes marinus, fishing of the Greenland
stocks of Sebastes mentella (deepwater redfish) intensi-

figure shows the total

the K-strategists. For example, newly discovered stocks of

fied. In this region the species is mainly demersal. As

amounts for different

orange roughy were reduced to 15 to 30 per cent of their

these Greenland stocks shrank, the focus shifted to the

species in each year.

original size within just 5 to 10 years. In many areas the

more pelagic-living Sebastes mentella stocks in the open

fishing of a deep-sea

species was commercially depleted. This “boom and bust”

Atlantic. Due to restraints on fishing, it has been possible

species is provided by

kind of fishery is typical in the pursuit of deep-sea fish spe-

for some time now for the Sebastes mentella stocks off

the armourhead, which

cies. The reason for this is that species like the orange

Greenland to recover.

An example of over-

had been fished by
Japanese and Russian

roughy not only produce a small number of offspring, their

trawlers at Pacific

reproductive performance is also very erratic and episodic.

seamounts since the

Several years can pass with low production of offspring

1960s. Within 10

D e s t r u ct i o n o f u n i q u e h a b i t a t s

years the stocks were

before a strong season occurs again. It is still not known

Many species of deep-sea fish build up large stocks, espe-

so strongly reduced

what controls or triggers these fluctuations. Investigations

cially at structures like seamounts, banks and cold-water

that the species was

at the Great Meteor Seamount west of Madeira have indi-

coral reefs. Fishing for these species represents a potential

and abandoned by

cated an influence of changes in the winds affecting eddy

threat to the environment, especially when demersal

fisheries.

currents above the seamount.

trawls are used that can destroy fragile corals. The prob-

commercially depleted

P l e n t y mo re f i sh i n t h e se a ? <
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3.20 > In Norway’s Trondheimsfjord
the red bubble gum coral (Paragorgia
arborea) occurs beside the white stony
coral Lophelia pertusa. There are
around 1000 cold-water coral species
worldwide.
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Catch ing fish in i nt e r na t i ona l w a t e r s
The fish catch in international waters outside the EEZ is regulated by

these, the countries that carry out tuna fishing are represented as are

the Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) and

the bordering and coastal states whose Exclusive Economic Zones are

their member countries. These members include not only the border-

adjacent to the fishing ground. This also takes into consideration the

ing states, but also countries that are heavily involved in fishing in a

fact that tuna, in contrast to most fish species, do not live in geo-

given marine region. For example, China and Japan also fish in the

graphically defined stocks. Sharks are covered, in part, as a sub-

northeast Atlantic. This is consistent with international maritime law

group of the ICCAT.

and completely legitimate according to the principle of freedom of

There are only a few remaining marine regions today that are not

access to the high seas. The European countries, in turn, are repre-

supervised by RFMOs, or that are insufficiently supervised due to a

sented in numerous RFMOs through the European Commission.

political situation. These include the Indian Ocean around the Horn

Annual negotiations are held to determine which countries are

of Africa. Although the area is covered by the IOTC, fishing cannot

allowed to catch how much of a species. Almost all commercially

be regulated due to piracy. Illegal, unreported and unregulated fish-

relevant fish species are covered by the RFMOs.

ing (IUU fishing) is common there. The Arctic, on the other hand, is

There are specific RFMOs for the management of certain fish

not yet managed by RFMOs because fishing there is rare. With the

species, for example, salmon and pollock. The catch of highly migra-

growing worldwide demand for fish, however, this region could

tory species, above all tuna, is also regulated by special RFMOs. In

become more interesting for fisheries in the future.

NEAFC
CCBSP

NASCO

CCBSP

NAFO
GFCM

SIOFA
SPRFMO

SEAFO
CCAMLR

SPRFMO

3.21
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WCPFC

IAT TC

IOTC

CCSBT

3.22

3.21 > RFMOs that manage fish stocks by region:

3.22 > RFMOs that manage highly migratory fish species, mainly tuna:

•

North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC)

•

•

Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO)

•

North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organization (NASCO)

•

Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC)

•

South East Atlantic Fisheries Organisation (SEAFO)

•

Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC)

•

South Indian Ocean Fisheries Agreement (SIOFA)

•

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC)

•

South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation

•

Agreement on the International Dolphin Conservation Program

(ICCAT)

(AIDCP)

(SPRFMO)
•

Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources (CCAMLR)

•

General Fisheries Commission for the Mediterranean (GFCM)

•

Convention on the Conservation and Management of Pollock
Resources in the Central Bering Sea (CCBSP)

International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

•

Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna
(CCSBT)
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3.23 > Rockall, off
Ireland. At its base
is a marine area
considered to be one
of the most speciesrich and deserving
of protection in the
northeast Atlantic.

lem is that corals grow very slowly, usually only a few

species that are vulnerable to overfishing. They relate to

millimetres each year. So it can take decades for the habi-

methods by which the fishing gear comes into contact

tats to recover. Studies at several neighbouring seamounts

with the sea floor. These guidelines, by definition, should

off Tasmania have shown that 43 per cent of the species

regulate protection in international waters outside the

were previously unknown and thus could be unique. In

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), where freedom of the

areas where demersal trawls were used, the total number

seas and fishing is recognized. The FAO refers to areas

of species was diminished to 59 per cent of the original

deserving protection as vulnerable marine ecosystems

number. 95 per cent of the surface was reduced to bare,

(VMEs). In addition to banks, seamounts and cold-water

stony bedrock. It is thus highly conceivable that endemic

coral areas, these include large species-rich sponge com-

species that only exist at a single seamount could be com-

munities as well as densely populated undersea hydro-

pletely exterminated.

thermal vents and cold seeps. The following criteria are
used to determine whether a marine area is given the sta-

Is i t possi bl e t o pr ot e c t t he de e p s e a ?

tus of a VME:

In 2008, in response to the growing knowledge that deep-

1. UNIQUENESS OR RARITY:

sea habitats are especially threatened by fisheries, the

Ecosystems that are unique or contain rare species. The

FAO established the International Guidelines for the Man-

loss of the ecosystem cannot be compensated for by

agement of Deep-sea Fisheries in the High Seas. These

similar ecosystems. These include: habitats with endemic

guidelines are not legally binding. They do, however,

species, habitats with endangered species, breeding or

contain clear recommendations for the protection of fish

spawning areas.
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2. FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE:

be fished. Fishing for demersal species, however, which

Habitats that are important for the survival, reproduction

live near the bottom, is halted. There are other protected

or recovery of fish stocks, or are significant for rare or

areas with VMEs northwest of Ireland, including Hatton

threatened species, or various development stages of

Bank and the Rockall Bank, which is several hundred kilo-

these species.

metres long. Here the responsible RFMO has established

69

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), whose primary objective
3. FRAGILITY:

is to protect overfished stocks. The relatively small vulner-

An ecosystem that is highly susceptible to destruction or

able marine ecosystems are located within these much

weakening by anthropogenic activities.

larger MPAs. Demersal trawl fishing has been banned

Species and genus

here to protect the cold-water corals.

A species is design-

4. SIGNIFICANCE FOR SPECIES WITH SPECIAL LIFE-

Incidentally, one of the first protected areas in VME

ated by a two-part
name. The first part

HISTORY TRAITS:

terms was established long before the FAO published its

Ecosystems that are characterized by species or assem-

guidelines. In 1995, after the publication of studies on the

stes) indicates the

blages with the following traits: slow growth rates, late

devastating effects of demersal trawl fishing at seamounts,

genus. Usually many

sexual maturity, low or unpredictable reproduction, long-

the Australian government established a deep-sea protect-

lived.

ed area of 370 square kilometres on the continental slope

(for example, Seba-

closely related species
belong to one genus.
The second part indi-

off Tasmania. There are 15 seamounts here and large

cates the species

5. STRUCTURAL COMPLEXITY:

stocks of orange roughy. The objective was to protect

(marinus). Although

An ecosystem that is characterized by complex structures,

slow-reproducing fish species as well as their vulnerable

for example, by corals or isolated rock outcrops. Many

habitats on the sea floor. The Australian officials only

another, such as, in

organisms are specially adapted to these structures. Such

allow fishing down to a depth of 500 metres. This should

birds, the blue tit and

ecosystems often have high diversity.

prevent the overfishing of deep-sea fish and the fragile

great tit, they still

bottom from net contact. With this decision the Australian

species can often be
very similar to one

remain clearly separated, either by a

The designation of an international marine area as a vul-

officials were more than 10 years ahead of their time and

large distance (conti-

nerable marine ecosystem according to the FAO guide-

the FAO guidelines. On the other hand, in the region south

nent) or because they

lines is decided, as a rule, by the Regional Fisheries Man-

of Tasmania there are a total of 70 seamounts and only 15

agement Organizations (RFMOs). It is the task of the

are protected. The question of whether the protected area

RFMOs to apportion the catch of fish stocks or individuals

is large and representative enough to preserve all of the

of migrating species such as tuna in their area among the

species indigenous to the Tasmanian seamount region is

member countries. In addition, they are responsible for

still being discussed today.

ensuring that the protection measures and catch limits are

The FAO guidelines for deep-sea fishing on the high

complied with. RFMOs develop management plans and

seas were developed to protect vulnerable habitats in

announce sanctions in cases of non-compliance. Critics

international waters. Of course, they also apply to equiva-

claim that many fish stocks in areas managed by the

lent deep-sea areas inside national waters that fulfil the

RFMOs are still not fished with sufficient restraint, and

criteria for a VME. In this respect, the guidelines are also

that vulnerable areas are not adequately protected.

an important orientation point for the countries them-

A number of regional fisheries management organiza-

selves. Many nation-states have now designated valuable

tions have now placed certain VMEs within their areas

areas as VMEs and placed them under special protection.

under special protection, particularly those at several sea-

Norway, for example, protects parts of its cold-water coral

mounts off southwest Africa. Fishing is either completely

regions in this way. Critics claim, however, that the extent

banned there or demersal trawl fishing is prohibited.

of these areas is far from sufficient to preserve the full

Pelagic fish that swim in the upper water layers may still

diversity of the cold-water coral systems.

no longer interbreed.
Around 100 species
belong to the genus
Sebastes.
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Il l e ga l fi shi ng
			

> I n m a n y m a r i t i m e r e g i o n s o f t h e w o r l d , i l l e g a l f i s h i n g h a s m a s s ively co n -

tr i but e d t o t he de pl e t i on of f is h s t o ck s , e s p e ci a l l y i n d e v e l o p i n g co u n t r i e s ’ co a s t a l w a t er s . Bet t er
int e r na t i ona l c oope r a t i on t o c o n t r o l f i s h i n g v e s s e l s i s n o w b e i n g l a u n ch e d . T h e a i m i s t o elim in at e
il l e ga l f i shi ng i n f ut ur e .

U nsc r upul ous f i shi ng w or se ns t h e p r o b l e m s

However, the main reason why IUU fishing is a particularly critical issue today is that many fish stocks have

Nowadays, the world’s fish stocks are not only under

already been overexploited by legal fishing activities. IUU

threat from intensive legal fishing activities; they are also

fishing therefore puts fish stocks under additional pres-

at risk from illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fish-

sure. If stocks were being managed sustainably, on the

ing. It is difficult to estimate precisely the total catch from

other hand, IUU fishing would no longer exacerbate an

pirate fishing. Researchers are engaged in the painstaking

already difficult situation to the extent that it does today.

process of collating data from various countries’ fisheries
control agencies, experts’ estimates, trade figures and the

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) defines three categories of IUU fishing:

findings of independent research expeditions in order to
arrive at an approximate figure for the total IUU catch. As

ILLEGAL FISHING refers to fishing activities conducted

this is a black market, however, estimates are bound to be

by foreign vessels without permission in waters under the

unreliable. Some experts put the annual figure at around

jurisdiction of another state, or which contravene its fish-

11 million tonnes; others suggest that it may be as high as

eries law and regulations in some other manner – for

26 million tonnes – equal to 14 or 33 per cent respectively

example, by disregarding fishing times or the existence of

of the world’s total legal catch (fish and other marine

the state’s protected areas. For example, some IUU ves-

fauna) in 2011. These catches are additional to the world

sels operate in waters under the jurisdiction of West Afri-

annual catch of fish and other marine fauna, currently

can states. As these countries generally cannot afford to

78.9 million tonnes.

establish effective fisheries control structures, the IUU

For many years, however, too little account was taken

vessels are able, in many cases, to operate with impunity.

of IUU fishing in estimates of fish stocks. This is problematical, for unless the IUU share is factored into the calcula-

UNREPORTED FISHING refers to fishing activities which

tions, the legal catch quotas for a given maritime region

have not been reported, or have been misreported, by the

cannot be determined correctly. Based on the assumption

vessels to the relevant national authority. For example,

that less fish is being caught than is in fact the case,

some vessels harvest more tonnage than they are entitled

experts overestimate the size of the stock and set the fol-

to catch under official fishing quotas. In 2006, for exam-

lowing year’s catch quotas too high, potentially entrench-

ple, several Spanish trawlers were inspected by the Nor-

ing and accelerating the overexploitation of the stock.

wegian Coast Guard near Svalbard (Spitsbergen). The

IUU fishing also exacerbates the problem of overfish-

trawlers were found to hold not only the reported catch of

ing because IUU vessels even operate in marine protected

headed and gutted cod but also a total of 600 tonnes of cod

areas where a total fishing ban has been imposed. It also

fillets which had not been reported to the Norwegian

pays little or no heed to fisheries management plans

authorities. The Norwegian authorities subsequently

which are intended to conserve overexploited or depleted

imposed fines on the Spanish trawler company equivalent

stocks.

to 2 million euros.
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3.24 > A chase at sea
near South Korea:
an entire fleet of
illegal Chinese fishing
vessels attempts to
evade the South
Korean Coast Guard.
The fishermen were
arrested by armed
units soon afterwards.

UNREGULATED FISHING refers to fishing activities in

Why does IUU fishing exist?

areas where there are no applicable management measures to regulate the catch; this is the case in the South

From the fishermen’s perspective, IUU fishing is highly

Atlantic, for example. The term also applies to fishing for

attractive as they pay no taxes or duties on these catches.

highly migratory species and certain species of shark,

A further reason why IUU fishing takes place on such a

which is not regulated by a Regional Fisheries Manage-

large scale is that it can often be practised with impunity.

ment Organization (RFMO). And finally, the term applies

This is mainly the case in the territorial waters or exclu-

to fishing activities in international waters in violation of

sive economic zones of countries which cannot afford to

regulations established by the relevant RFMO.

set up costly and complex fisheries control structures such

Although unregulated fishing is not in fact illegal

as those existing in Europe.

under the law of nations applicable to the high seas, it is

The situation is especially difficult in the developing

nonetheless problematical. It results in additional fish

countries. In a comprehensive analysis of IUU fishing

being caught over and above the maximum catches agreed

worldwide, researchers conclude that IUU fishing is main-

by RFMO member states for their respective regions.

ly practised in countries which exhibit typical symptoms

As a result, fully exploited stocks can easily become over-

of weak governance: large-scale corruption, ambivalent

exploited. Furthermore, IUU fishermen often ignore the

legislation, and a lack of will or capacity to enforce exist-

existence of marine protected areas established by the

ing national legislation.

Regional Fisheries Management Organizations to support
the recovery of overexploited stocks.

The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), comprising seven member states in West Africa (Cape Verde,
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3.25 > Transshipment is typical of IUU
fishing. As seen here off the coast of
Indonesia, smaller fishing vessels transfer
their illegally caught fish onto larger
refrigerated transport ships (reefers). The
fishing vessels are restocked with fuel and
supplies at the same time, enabling them
to remain at sea for many months.
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Gambia, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania, Senegal and

A similar situation exists in the Northwest Pacific

Sierra Leone), has produced a detailed list of the various

Ocean, especially in the West Bering Sea. Here, IUU fish-

causes of IUU fishing:

ing is mainly practised by China and Russia and amounts
to 33 per cent of the catch.

•
•

There are insufficient and inadequately trained per-

Figures for the Southwest Atlantic are unreliable, but

sonnel in the relevant authorities.

experts estimate that IUU fishing here amounts to 32 per

The authorities’ motivation to invest in relevant per-

cent.

sonnel is poor. Financially weak states set other priorities.
•

•

W h a t ’s t h e ca t ch ?

Salaries are low, and vessel owners take advantage of
this situation to make irregular payments to observ-

IUU fishing often targets high-value demersal species (i.e.

ers/ fisheries administrators to cover up their activi-

those which live and feed on or near the bottom of the sea)

ties.

such as cod, as well as salmon, trout, lobster and prawns.

The purchase, maintenance and operational costs of

It is mainly interested in species which are already over-

patrol boats and aircraft are very high. For effective

exploited by legal fishing or which are subject to restric-

control, there must be sufficient time spent out at sea

tions for fisheries management purposes. As these species

or in the air. However, in some states, even though

can only be traded in small quantities, demand and prices

they are available, they are not operational due to

are high – making this a lucrative business for IUU fisher-

logistical problems – lack of fuel, proper maintenance

men.

regime, etc.
To o m a n y l o o p h o l e s
Wher e do es IUU fish i ng t a k e pl a c e ?

Combating illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing at
The situation off the coast of West Africa is particularly

sea is generally extremely expensive and very complex.

critical. Here, IUU fishing accounts for an estimated

Affluent countries such as Norway can afford to enforce

40 per cent of fish caught – the highest level worldwide.

stringent controls in the waters under their jurisdiction

This is a catastrophe for the region’s already severely

and deploy a large fleet of vessels and a great many per-

overexploited fish stocks. Confident that as a rule, they

sonnel for this purpose. An effective and possibly less

have no reason to fear any checks by fisheries control

costly alternative is to carry out rigorous checks in port.

agencies or prosecution, some IUU vessels even fish

However, this only helps to curb IUU fishing if all ports

directly off the coast – in some cases at a distance of just

cooperate.

one kilometre from the shore. A similar situation exists in

In the European Union (EU), regulations in force since

parts of the Pacific. Indonesian experts report that it is

2008 and 2009 contain uniform provisions on the type of

extremely difficult to track the whereabouts of IUU ves-

controls to be carried out in EU ports. Since then, it has

sels around the country’s islands and archipelagos. The

become very difficult for IUU vessels to land their catches

volume of the illegal catch here is correspondingly high,

in EU ports.

amounting to 1.5 million tonnes annually. The Arafura

Nonetheless, there are still ports in other regions

Sea, which lies between Australia and Indonesia, is also

where IUU fishermen can land their illegally caught fish

very severely affected. After West Africa, the Western

with no repercussions. Here too, it is mainly the develop-

Central Pacific Ocean is the region with the highest rate of

ing countries, with their absence of controls, which are

IUU fishing worldwide. In the Western Pacific, IUU fish-

particularly suitable for illegal transshipment. However,

ing accounts for 34 per cent of the total catch.

examples such as the Spanish trawlers near Svalbard
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3.26 > Different
species groups (fish
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shows the illegal and

show that even fishermen from EU countries are not

another state, such as Belize, Liberia or Panama, with less

immune to temptation and that the prospect of a healthy

stringent regulations or ineffective control over the opera-

profit may persuade them to fish illegally.

tions of its flagged vessels.

The problem is exacerbated by the fact that not every

By switching to a foreign register of ships, restrictive

IUU vessel needs to put into port in order to land its catch

employment legislation and minimum wage provisions in

immediately. In many cases, especially off the coast of

the home country can also be circumvented, allowing the

West Africa, the smaller fishing vessels load their catch

shipping companies to pay lower wages and social insur-

onto larger refrigerated ships (known as reefers) while at

ance contributions for their crews than if the vessel were

sea. During this transshipment, fishermen on board are

registered in Germany, for example. Furthermore, fisher-

also resupplied with food and fuel, enabling them to

ies legislation in “flag-of-convenience” states is often

remain at sea for many months.

extremely lax. These countries rarely, if ever, inspect their

The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) con-

vessels for illegal catches.

cludes that some IUU vessels off West Africa are in opera-

Monitoring of onboard working conditions is also

tion 365 days of the year, putting massive pressure on fish

inadequate, and conditions are correspondingly poor. The

stocks. The refrigerated ships then make for ports in coun-

fishermen work for low wages on vessels whose stand-

tries with lax controls, enabling them to land their catches

ards of accommodation are spartan in the extreme, and

unhindered.

which rarely comply with the current safety standards

The practice of using a flag of convenience (FOC) also

applicable to merchant shipping under the International

makes it easier to engage in IUU fishing activity. Instead of

Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS regula-

registering the ships in the shipping company’s home

tions). The Convention contains exact details of equip-

state, IUU fishers operate their vessels under the flag of

ment that must be available to ensure safety on board.
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C omb atin g IUU fish i ng
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the catch is to be controlled. The aim is to prevent IUU
fishing EU-wide and close any loopholes. The current pro-

Today, IUU fishing is a global problem, with vast amounts

cedure for landing catches in an EU port is therefore as

of fish being caught illegally. Nonetheless, the worst

follows:

seems to be over. IUU fishing was at its peak in the mid

A

various maritime regions, partly due to more stringent
government controls. In Mauritania, for example, fisher-

Before the vessel lands its catch, it must provide reasonable advance notice.

1990s. Since then, according to the FAO, it has declined in
B

Once the vessel has docked,
•

the fishing licence is checked. This includes the

ies control structures have been established with support

vessel’s operating licence issued by the flag state

from German development assistance, with ships now

and information showing who is authorized to
operate the vessel.

being tracked by a satellite-based vessel monitoring system (VMS).

•

the fishing authorization is checked. This contains

Other countries are now more inclined to comply with

detailed information about the vessel’s permitted

the relevant laws and agreements. Poland is a good exam-

fishing activity, including types of fish, times,
locations and quantities.

ple. For many years, Polish fishermen were constantly in
breach of the EU’s quotas for cod fisheries for the eastern

•

the catch certificate is checked. This contains

Baltic, routinely catching far more fish than the total

information about the catch currently on board,

allowable catch. This was tolerated by the Polish govern-

including where and when it was caught.

ment of the day. With the change of government in

•

the logbook in electronic format is checked. The

November 2007, however, the situation changed, and

master of the vessel must record on a daily basis

Poland is now complying with the quotas.

when and where the fish was caught, and in

World population growth is likely to drive up the

which quantities.

demand for fish even further. IUU fishing will therefore
continue to be an attractive option, and can only be curbed
with more stringent controls. To that end, controls and
sanctions must be coordinated and consistently enforced
at the international level. The FAO therefore adopted the
Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (CCRF) in
1995, which was endorsed by around 170 member states.

3.27 > An armed unit
of the South Korean

Although the CCRF is voluntary and non-binding, a num-

Coast Guard arrests

ber of countries, including Australia, Malaysia, Namibia,

Chinese fishermen

Norway and South Africa, have incorporated some of its

who have been fishing
illegally in South

provisions into national law. Predictably, IUU fishing has

Korean waters.

decreased in these regions.

Very few countries

In order to prevent landings of illegally caught fish in
the EU, Council Regulation (EC) No 1005 on IUU fishing
was adopted in 2008; this was followed by Council Regulation (EC) No 1224 establishing a Community control
system for ensuring compliance with the rules of the common fisheries policy in 2009. These regulations describe
in precise detail which vessels may land fish in the EU,
which specific documents they must produce, and how

can afford such effective fisheries control
structures.
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which species comprise the catch. Random checks are
VM S satellite

GP S satellite

also carried out periodically. Relevant measures have been
agreed by the EU and the other countries belonging to the
North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC),
including Iceland and Norway, putting this region beyond
the reach of IUU fishermen.
The same applies to the Northwest Atlantic, ports in
the US, Canada and other member states of the Northwest
Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO), such as Denmark, Iceland and Norway.
The example of Mauritania shows that more stringent
controls can be introduced to good effect in developing

L a nd
ea r t h
s t at ion

Ma r ine
monitor ing
cent re

Ma r ine protec t ion vessel

Fishing vessel

countries as well. VMS-based monitoring of vessels and
controls of landings in port have largely eliminated IUU
fishing here.
The FAO has been lobbying for many years for stringent and uniform controls worldwide and is a firm advocate of close cooperation among ports. It takes the view
that a concerted approach by ports will make it more difficult for IUU fishing vessels to find a port where they can
land their catches without fear of repercussions. However,

3.28 > Nowadays,

If a ship lacks any of the relevant documentation, it is not

ports derive an income stream from the charges they

fishing vessels must

permitted to land its catch and must head instead for a port

impose on vessels using their facilities. Ports which are

electronic devices, or

outside the EU. Permission to land the catch is also refused

used by a large number of vessels generate very large

“blue boxes”, which

if there are any discrepancies between the figures given in

amounts of revenue, and for some ports, this takes prece-

form part of the

the catch certificate and the daily entries in the electronic

dence over the protection of fish stocks. Although a draft

monitoring system

logbook. In this case, the fisheries control agency – in Ger-

Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and

(VMS). The blue box

many, this is the Federal Office for Agriculture and Food –

Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing has

regularly sends data

may require vessel monitoring data to be produced. Nowa-

existed for a good three years, based on the FAO Code of

of the vessel to the

days, electronic devices, or “blue boxes”, are installed on

Conduct, no specific measures to enforce global action

fisheries monitoring

board fishing vessels and form part of the satellite-based

have been adopted yet.

centre (FMC). Vessels

vessel monitoring system (VMS). The blue box regularly

A further initiative to combat IUU fishing consists of

sends data about the location of the vessel to the fisheries

the blacklists held by the RFMOs. These include details of

which track the ship’s

monitoring centre (FMC) responsible for the area where

vessels which have attempted at some point to land IUU

speed and position.

the vessel is currently fishing. If the vessel enters territo-

fish at an RFMO port. Port and fisheries control authori-

rial waters or fishing grounds where it is not permitted to

ties regularly refer to these blacklists. This “name and

fish, the master of the vessel can be prosecuted.

shame” policy is intended to make it even more difficult

be equipped with

satellite-based vessel

about the location

are also equipped
with GPS transmitters

In suspicious cases, the state in which the fish is to be

for IUU vessels to find ports where they can land their

landed may request the VMS data from the state in whose

catches. However, here too, states must be willing to

waters the vessel has been fishing. Furthermore, the land-

cooperate in order to combat IUU fishing effectively. As

ing procedure is observed in each EU port. The fisheries

long as the lack of international coordination allows loop-

control agency checks how much is being landed and

holes to exist, IUU fishing will continue.
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C onc lu s i on

Slo w bu t steady i m pr ov e m e nt

which inhabit cold-water corals or seamounts (undersea mountains). This was highly problematical for

More than a quarter of the world’s fish stocks are

two reasons. Firstly, many species of deep-sea fish

now classed as overexploited or depleted. Since

are very slow to reproduce, so stocks were overex-

1950, the world annual fish catch has increased five-

ploited within just a few years. Secondly, bottom

fold. In light of these statistics, it has often been

trawling inflicted severe damage on sensitive deep-

claimed in recent years that overfishing will soon

sea habitats. Many countries, including Australia and

empty our oceans. However, the situation is by no

New Zealand, have learned from past mistakes and

means the same in all maritime regions. Although it

have now established protected areas where fishing

is often the short-term profits that count, some coun-

has either stopped completely or bottom trawling, at

tries such as Australia, New Zealand and the U.S. are

least, is now banned. And although critics claim that

now structuring their fishing industries towards sus-

the number of protected areas falls a long way short

tainability. Here, the aim is to establish a future-proof

of what is needed, it is at least a start.

fishing industry which yields abundant harvests
while maintaining fish stocks.

Experts are also concerned about illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing, which is still

What is worrying is that much of the information

widespread and puts extra pressure on already over-

provided by many countries about their fish stocks

exploited stocks. The volume of illegally caught fish

and catches is still very patchy or inaccurate. As a

is estimated to be equal to 14 to 33 per cent of the

result, the status of stocks is almost impossible to

world’s total legal catch. Combating IUU fishing is

verify in many cases. In the past, many fishing com-

difficult as IUU vessels often operate in the territorial

panies therefore simply continued to fish as before,

waters of developing countries which cannot afford

resulting in overfishing. For the future, then, there is

to establish complex and expensive monitoring, con-

only one solution: where there is a question mark

trol and surveillance systems. Some years ago, the

over the future of fish stocks, fishing companies must

FAO produced a catalogue of measures to prevent,

reduce their catch.

deter and eliminate IUU fishing which envisages

In the past, scientists’ recommendations on the

closer international cooperation between port States.

total allowable catch (TAC) were often ignored. This

The aim is to prohibit IUU vessels from landing the

situation is now changing to some extent, notably in

fish, thus preventing the illegally caught fish from

the USA, although not in the case of tuna: the Inter-

reaching the markets. Implementation of these joint

national Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic

“port State measures” has only recently begun, how-

Tunas (ICCAT) is still setting larger total allowable

ever, and progress is slow. The introduction of black-

catches for high-value and overexploited species of

lists of all IUU vessels already identified is a promis-

tuna than scientists recommend.

ing step and is intended to make it more difficult to

A gradual improvement can be observed in deep-

land IUU catches. Furthermore, a number of interna-

sea fishing. From the 1970s to the 1990s, it was

tional assistance projects have helped developing

above all the Japanese, Russian and Spanish fleets

and newly industrialized countries such as Maurita-

which penetrated into ever-deeper waters and

nia to establish radar-based vessel monitoring sys-

extended their fishing operations to shoals of fish

tems or effective fisheries control structures.
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